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The Raptors Enraptured Canadians—But There 

Were Far Bigger Drivers of GDP Growth  

 Canada’s economy grew a little faster than expected in May… 

 ...with Q2 tracking a solid rebound… 

 ...but durability is uncertain… 

 ...particularly as several transitory factors played a role 

 The BoC outlook depends upon durability of the rebound… 

 ...what the Fed does and key external risks over H2 
 

GDP m/m % change, seasonally adjusted, May: 

Actual: 0.2 

Scotia:  0.1 

Consensus:  0.1 

Prior:  0.3 
 

Canada’s economy slightly beat expectations in May, is tracking an impressive 

3% growth rebound in Q2 and there was decent breadth to the improvement. 

There are still reasons for caution. 

Assuming a flat June in order to focus upon the effects of what is known, GDP is 

tracking a 3.0% q/q annualized and seasonally adjusted gain in Q2. This is using 

GDP from the production side of the economy. The BoC’s forecast for 2.3% 

annualized GDP growth in Q2 is based upon GDP from the expenditure side of 

the economy. The expenditure side considers how higher production was 

achieved by including inventory and import effects that can be beneficial or a 

source of drag. The spread between growth tracked by the two concepts is often 

within a range of +/- ½% or so and therefore there may be some upside risk to 

BoC expectations for Q2 GDP growth. 

Thirteen of 20 industrial sectors expanded in May. That leans toward decent, but 

not spectacular breadth. The accompanying chart breaks down weighted 

contributions to overall GDP growth by sector to show what industries drove most 

of the outcome.  

Within goods-producing industries that advanced by 0.6% m/m, manufacturing led 

the way (+1.2% m/m) generally as expected, construction was up 0.9% and 

agriculture/fishing/forestry expanded by 0.7%. the Mining/oil&gas sector 

contracted by 0.8% after the prior month’s outsized gain of 5.5% m/m on 

temporary production curtailment effects. Utilities output also fell by 0.4% m/m. 

Within services that expanded by just 0.1%, the biggest unweighted increases 

were in arts and recreation (+0.5%, go Raptors!!), real estate/rental/leasing 

industries that were up 0.4% m/m, and 0.4% gains in accommodation and food 

services (partly Raptors again) and public administration. The largest decline 

came through the wholesale (-1.4% m/m) and retail (-0.4% m/m) sectors. 

As for the reasons for caution, at least two come to mind. 

First, getting a decent rebound in Q2 after pathetic growth in Q4 and Q1 is nice, 

but durability is the issue into question marks surrounding momentum in domestic 

data in H2. What if by year-end the BoC looks back on just Q2 as a stand-out 
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quarter for growth? Further, what the Fed does and external risks like Brexit, CUSMA/USMCA passage and US-China-Europe 

trade talks matter a lot to the BoC outlook over H2 into 2020. The BoC has set the narrative until the October MPR in my view, but 

the bias remains very much in play. 

Second, multiple transitory factors continue to drive growth. 

a) Auto production rebounded to normal levels after seasonally unusual shutdowns in April. The swing higher in May 

wasn’t controlled by typical seasonal adjustments and is likely transitory. 

b) Go Raptors! And Jets, Leafs and Flames. As the whole country got caught up in the path to the NBA championship, 

sectors like arts and entertainment (+0.5%) and accommodation and food services (+0.4%) benefited. Bars, restaurants and hotels 

were among the spin-off beneficiaries of the Raptors playoff success and the three Canadian NHL teams that were in the playoffs. 

StatsCan specifically cited the following: “Arts and entertainment grew 0.5%, in part because of higher attendance at spectator 

sports.” All three Canadian NHL teams got booted in the first round of playoffs and the Raptors effect came to an end by mid-June. 

The sectors that benefited through stronger than typically seasonal activity probably face greater than seasonally normal downside 

risk in subsequent months as this sports effect drops out. Nevertheless, even taking the whole arts/entertainment and 

accommodation and food services categories out of the picture would only subtract about 0.01 points from the 0.2% m/m GDP 

gain. Further, it’s possible that the sports fixation subtracted from other spending that might have otherwise occurred, like at 

retailers or other forms of entertainment. 

c) Alberta’s scaled back production cuts are temporarily messing with the monthly noise in that sector. May GDP already 

showed reversal of the oil and gas rebound after the surge the prior month. Subsequent months are likely to see oil and gas 

extraction rebound again on further scaling back of mandated production cuts including the recent one. But this is adding data 

noise that is transitory. StatsCan noted: "Oil and gas extraction decreased 2.5% in May, after two months of growth. Oil sands 

extraction declined 6.0%, following a 13% increase in April, when facilities scaled up production—instead of undertaking 

maintenance—to take advantage of easing production restrictions. Oil and gas extraction (except oil sands) rose 1.1%, as crude 

petroleum and natural gas extraction increased." 

d) Rail moved product that was backlogged earlier in the year. Transportation and warehousing sectors were up 1.0% m/

m in May on such rail effects and they also benefited from curtailed oil production cuts. 
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